Yahoo7 Launches Market-First 360-degree Ad Format
Sydney, 16 September 2015 – Yahoo7 has today launched a new 360-degree mobile ad
format. In an Australian first, the new mobile advertising offering combines 360-degree
video, accelerometer mobile technology* and virtual reality to create a truly immersive
experience for advertisers and audiences.
Yahoo7's newest ad execution leverages the latest mobile technologies to put the user at
the heart of a branded experience. Using Web GL technology and Celtra's inline video
player, the new format gives brands the ability to bring consumers into a controlled virtual
reality experience, without the hassle of additional software or third-party applications. The
new 360-degree format looks at engagement from a new perspective, combining both highend graphics and video content to immerse users in a rich-media environment. On initiation,
users can move their phone around to 'explore' a virtual environment that moves and
changes around them.
Venessa Hunt, Mobile Strategy Manager, Yahoo7 said: "The new 360-degree ad format
looks at mobile advertising from new angles, literally. We're constantly looking for ways to
incorporate emerging technologies or new approaches into our advertising solutions,
aligning with our business' mobile-first strategy. Yahoo7 is commited to innovating to deliver
products that help brands connect with audiences in completely different ways."
The format is highly customisable, allowing advertisers to add their own branded overlays,
start and end animations, as well as dynamic or timed branding cards to sit within or outside
video content. The new format is highly flexible, with the functionality to operate out of
numerous placements and positions across desktop, tablet and mobile.
The new 360-degree mobile ad format is available now.
* Accelerometers are devices that can measure acceleration (the rate of change in velocity),
but in smartphones, they're able to detect changes in orientation and tell the screen to
rotate. Basically, it helps the phone know up from down.
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About Yahoo7
Yahoo7’s mission is to make the world’s daily habits inspiring and entertaining. By creating
highly personalised experiences for our users, we keep people connected to what matters

most to them, anywhere, anytime and across any device. A 50-50 partnership between the
Seven West Media Group (ASX: SWM) and Yahoo Inc. (Nasdaq: YHOO), Yahoo7 combines
the strengths of Yahoo’s global network with Seven West Media’s TV, magazine and
newspaper brands. In turn, Yahoo7 creates value for advertisers and partners by connecting
them with the audiences that build their businesses.

